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The Early Years
Before I was a fastener collector and created the web site, Stapler Exchange, I was more of a typewriter collector
and generally collected anything office. Coming home to Florida pretty much ended any contact with fellow
collector as many lived in the northern states. At the time, there were no collectors in Florida, Georgia or
Alabama.
When the financial need was there, I sold nearly all of my typewriters, leaving me with boxes of vintage office
supplies and smaller machines. These were the items I found when typewriters just weren’t available at the flea
markets, antique shops or yard sales. Yes this predated Ebay.
As I went through the boxes, I discovered that through the years I had acquired many fasteners.
The rest is history, or as I like to call it. “The History of Antique and Vintage Fasteners”.
As I recall, I found around a dozen staplers. These pictured below were some of those earlier pieces of my now
300 strong collection.
As you look at these fasteners, do you notice that the earliest fasteners are from the late 1930’s? It took many
hours on the Patient and Trade Mark web site to discover the truth. Again, when I wanted to know who were
the inventors and who were the companies when the first fasteners were developed. This was information that
just wasn’t available.
As information was found, things began to fall into place. The history began to unfold. I knew that I had found a
new hobby, one that was new, one that I was able to contribute to with research and ideas. I found that
collecting, researching and writing about antique and vintage fasteners, was “Fastenating”.
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